
 

Meet M&M ~ MEESA & MEAH 
 

 
“When you can’t turn left or right, turn up…’cause down is not an option”     MEESAandMEAH,com 

 

Youth Motivational Speakers and Media Personalities, Meesa and Meah Evans are on a momentous 

mission to awaken and ignite their generation to understand the power they posses. At the ages of 19 
and 17, Meesa and Meah are already blazing new trails with their own national radio show, M&M 

Live Radio, a weekly one hour inspirational urban music formatted program that inspires and 

encourages teens and young adults ages 13-24 to live a positive and productive lifestyle. M&M Live 

Radio airs Sundays at 1 p.m. Eastern Time on WIGO 1570 AM in Metro Atlanta, GA, an affiliate 
station of Sheridan Gospel Network, one of the largest 24 hours inspirational broadcasting network 

properties in the U.S.  Recently, M&M Live Radio was added to the programming lineup of Stellar 

Award winning Internet radio station, YesLordRadio.com. The show is heard Sundays at 3 p.m. 
Eastern on YLR’s HYPE Channel and weekly on CJB Radio, Power 104 ATL and HGS Radio.   

 

As Virginia natives now residing in Atlanta, this dynamic sister duo has a creative and high energy 
presence on stage and on-air that resonates with teens and young adult audiences. Meesa and Meah 

also known as M&M to their fans and followers deliver relevant, exciting and engaging conversation 

on their radio show combined with positive music that encourages and inspires their listeners. They 

are also affiliated with various youth empowerment initiatives and organizations.  
 
“There are many young people out there whom God has blessed with great gifts, we like to encourage them to 

use their talents for the Kingdom, but most importantly offer them a platform to do so.” -Meesa 

 

In addition to using their voices to motivate other teens and young adults, these multi-talented sisters 
have showcased their skills through writing, producing, acting and casting various award winning 

stage plays. Meesa and Meah’s talent have also been used in commercials and music videos.  

 
“We wanted to offer our generation an alternative source of music that penetrates their hearts and change their 

way of thinking. We do this by exposing our listeners to music that has dope beats that often captivates us as 

young people, but with lyrics that are morally sound.” -Meah. 

 

Approaching each and every task with great energy and diligence, Meesa & Meah Evans humbly 

consider it a privilege to expose their listeners to music that’s current and popular but doesn’t lead 
them to compromise their faith, while at the same time giving many artists the needed exposure to 

advance their own ministry. 

 
“Our goal is to prove to our peers that the Kingdom of God has what we need in every area of life, even the 

music that we love to listen to. As children of God we don’t have to turn to the “world” to entertain us nor do 

we have to pollute our god-given talents.” -M&M 

 
Media Contact: AceAlexander@live.com 

 


